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Cost Estimating Certificates Offered by Professional Societies in
the United States and Abroad
Abstract
Many projects in industry and government go over budget and schedule. In most engineering
economics courses, the emphasis is on how to compare alternatives and learn about time value of
money and interest and inflation rates. The students are usually given the costs and asked to
compare the alternatives. However, this is the easy part of the analysis. The hard part of real
project evaluations is developing the cost and investment numbers to do the engineering
economics analysis. In most engineering economic textbooks, there is at most one chapter on
cost estimation. More and more companies and government organizations are concerned that
their engineers don’t know how to do accurate cost and schedule estimates. Cost estimation is a
critical element to doing engineering economic evaluations. For example, one of the authors has
presented short courses on cost estimation and economic evaluation to over 10,000 professionals,
mostly engineers and engineering managers who are in industry and government. Most of these
engineers have taken engineering economics courses while in college, and they have a good
grasp of the fundamentals of engineering economics. However, most practicing engineers lack
the fundamentals to do accurate cost and schedule estimates. To keep projects from going over
budget and schedule, more and more organizations are requiring their engineers and engineering
managers to obtain certifications in cost estimation from professional societies. The purpose of
this paper is to discuss the current certifications offered so practicing engineers and engineering
educators will know what is available and what is required to earn these certifications. The four
major cost estimating certifications offered by professional societies in the United States are
discussed. Eligibility and certification requirements along with examination information are
presented. In addition, because many engineers are working on international projects, cost
estimation certifications offered by professional societies in other countries are also summarized.
Introduction
Many engineering students take a course in engineering economics while they are in
college; however, far fewer engineering students take a course in cost and schedule estimation. A
large number of studies have shown that many projects in industry and government go way over
budget or schedule.1-4 There are a lot of reasons for this, but one of the major reasons is that the
engineers did an insufficient job on the estimate. One of the key reasons is that few engineering
students get sufficient cost estimation training while they are in college. As a result, many
industrial and governmental organizations are giving their practicing engineers and engineering
managers short courses (one to five days) in cost and schedule estimation. There has been a
strong push by companies and government organizations to enhance the cost estimation
knowledge and in some cases organizations are requiring their engineers and engineering
managers to obtain professional society certifications in cost and schedule estimation.

There has been an increasing trend in professional and engineering circles to place
greater emphasis on official credentials. These credentials commonly come in the form of
certificates – documented recognition by a professional body that an engineer or other
professional has the qualifications and technical knowledge to be a practitioner in that field.
These certificates are somewhat analogous to merit badges in scouting – the certification is
evidence that the holder has a certain minimum level of competence in the subject area. A recent
publication5 has discussed Project and Engineering Certificates offered by professional
organizations in the United States and abroad. For example, there are over 180,000 engineers and
other related professionals that hold the Project Management Certificate (PMP) offered by the
Project Management Institute (PMI). In this paper, we will review the cost estimating certificates
offered by professional societies for engineers and other professionals. This will help you decide
what cost estimating certificates are applicable to you and the requirements to obtain a
certification. Also, engineering educators will gain insight into the expanding area of estimating
certifications offered by professional societies so they will be able to share this information with
their students.
COST ESTIMATING CERTIFICATIONS OFFERED IN THE U.S.
(1) Certified Professional Estimator (CPE)
The Certified Professional Estimator (CPE) certificate is offered by the American Society
of Professional Estimators (ASPE). The CPE certificate is targeted specifically at construction
estimators, and requires a rigorous course of study. Construction estimates for the state of
California must be prepared by, or under the direct supervision of, a Certified Professional
Estimator. To be eligible to take the CPE certification test, the applicant must have at least five
years experience in one discipline of professional estimating (mechanical, electrical, landscaping,
etc.) The certification process consists of an educational workshop, writing a 2500 word
acceptable technical paper on estimating, and completing two examinations. The educational
workshop can be taken either at the ASPE Chapters during November and early December, or
online. The first exam, a General Knowledge Exam, is designed to test project management and
business knowledge. It is a four-hour exam with over 500 multiple choice and true/false
questions on construction topics. A passing grade is 70%. The second exam is a Discipline
Specific Test, which tests a specific area of expertise. The ASPE is currently offering exams in:
General Estimating, Earthwork, Concrete, Roofing, Drywall Systems, Painting, Plumbing,
HVAC Piping, HVAC Sheet Metal, and Electrical. These are eight-hour exams and consist of
true/false, multiple choice, and estimating problems. The exams are given at various dates given
by the certification schedule online.6
(2) Certified Cost Estimator/Analyst (CCE/A)
The Certified Cost Estimator/Analyst (CCE/A) certificate is offered by the Society of
Cost Estimating and Analysis (SCEA). The Certified Cost Estimator/Analyst certificate is much
more general than the Certified Professional Estimator certificate. The body of knowledge
required includes estimating in all fields of engineering, not just construction. To be eligible to
take the CCE/A exam, the applicant must fit in one of three categories: having (1) a college

degree (in cost estimating/analysis or with more than 10 courses in cost estimating and analysis)
and two years experience in cost estimating/analysis in a position specifically identified as
requiring such; (2) an associate’s degree and five years experience as described above; or (3)
seven years of experience as described above with submission of a biographical sketch
demonstrating education, experience and relevant performance. The exam focuses on various
methods of analyzing the cost of a project such as cost-benefit analysis and present worth
analysis, as well as estimating models such as parametric estimating and comparison estimating.
The exam is four hours long and consists of two parts. The first part is 80 to 100 multiple choice
and true/false questions focusing mostly on terminology and concepts. The second part consists
of 50 multiple choice questions focusing on calculations and problem solving. A passing score is
70% or more correct. The exam is given April, June, and November.7
(3) Certified Parametric Practitioner (CPP)
The Certified Parametric Practitioner certification is a new certificate offered by the
International Society of Parametric Analysts (ISPA). This certificate provides professional
recognition of a practitioner’s education, job experience, knowledge, and skills. The first
certification test was offered at the May 2002 ISPA Annual Conference in San Diego. To be
eligible to take the written examination, the applicant must either have a college degree in a field
of study directly related to parametric analysis (or at least ten courses related to estimating) and
two years experience performing parametric analysis; an associate college degree and five years
of experience in parametric analysis; or seven years of experience in parametric analysis with the
submission of a brief biographical sketch demonstrating the applicant’s ability or knowledge to
pass the examination. The three-hour exam consists of 100 multiple-choice, fill in the blanks,
and true/false questions. A passing grade is 75%. The exam is given once annually at the ISPA
Conference.8-9
(4) Certified Cost Engineer/Consultant (CCE/CCC)
The Certified Cost Engineer/Consultant certification is offered by the Association for the
Advancement of Cost Engineering, International (AACEI). The AACEI was formerly known as
the American Association of Cost Engineering (AACE). There are 909 CCE/CCC certified
professionals, making this the largest cost estimating certification in our study. This certification
is intended to provide official and public recognition of expertise in the most current skills and
knowledge of the cost estimating profession. To be eligible to take the CCE/CCC certification
test, the applicant must have at least eight full years in the cost engineering profession (up to four
can be substituted for by an engineering degree or a PE license.) To become a Certified Cost
Engineer or Consultant, the applicant must pass a 7-hour test, as well as writing a 2,500 word
minimum technical paper. The exam consists of 100 multiple-choice and compound questions.
A passing grade is 70%. The exam is given any time, given the following four conditions are
met (1) the AACE headquarters receive 40 days notice before the exam date, (2) the exam is
offered to a group of at least five candidates, (3) the proctoring body must be a corporations,
employer, of a local section of AACE, (4) all participants’ applications must be received at the
AACE headquarters at least 30 days before the exam date.

The CCE certification is limited to those with a 4-year degree from an accredited
engineering program. Additionally, in some states CCE certified people who are not licensed
Professional Engineers (PEs) are not allowed to advertise themselves as having any engineering
title (including that of Certified Cost Engineer). This is the purpose of the CCC certificate – to
indicate that the holder has met all other requirements for being a Certified Cost Engineer, but
either does not have a 4-year accredited engineering degree or is not permitted to use the CCE
designation due to not being a licensed Professional Engineer.10
TABLES OF CERTIFICATES
In Table 1, we summarize the general information about each certification. The CCE/A
certificate, offered by SCEA, has been available since 1990. There are 434 people with this
certificate.11 AACEI and ASPE have been offering certifications since 1976, much longer than
the other organizations. However, these certifications still have relatively small membership,
with 909 CCE/CCC certificate holders 12 and 647 CPE certificate holders.13 The newest
certification, Certified Parametric Practitioner (CPP), is offered by ISPA, with the first
certification test held in 2002, and currently has only 21 certificate holders.14
In Table 2, we summarize the requirements to take the test and the recertification
requirements. To obtain a certificate, each organization has a combination of education and
experience requirements. In general, as formal education increases, the experience requirement
decreases. All of the certification programs require recertification. All of the organizations
require recertification every three to five years. The American Society of Professional
Estimators requires an annual number of points.
Table 3 contains information on the certification exams. The exams are typically in the
four- to six-hour range. The exam cost varies from $75 to $650. Two of the organizations offer
it biannually, and two offer the exam annually.
Table 4 includes information on how to contact the organizations offering each
certification. All of the organizations have web sites and e-mail addresses.
Table 5 contains the contact information for the organizations located in Holland, United
Kingdom, Italy, and Mexico. These organizations are linked through the International Cost
Engineering Council.15
Summary
There has been a recent proliferation in professional organizations offering certificates in
many areas of interest to engineers, managers and other professionals. This paper summarizes
the cost estimating certificates of interest to practicing engineers, managers and other related
professionals. There are over 2,000 engineers and related professionals holding these cost
estimating certificates in the United States. There is also a significant interest in these certificates
from engineers and other professionals in many countries. There are, for example, professional
cost estimating societies in Holland, United Kingdom, Italy, and Mexico.
Because of this demand for practicing engineers, managers and other professionals to
obtain cost estimating education, one of the authors has presented short courses to practicing
professionals on cost estimation and related topics at Universities such as UCLA, Caltech,

University of California at Riverside, and the University of Wisconsin at Madison. These short
courses have also been presented at over 25 companies, national laboratories, and government
agencies.
Many of these engineers and managers have strongly felt this topic should be introduced
into the engineering undergraduate curriculum. To prepare our graduates at Harvey Mudd
College for the challenges they will be facing in their careers in the complex global economy, we
have introduced an elective course on cost estimation for our engineering majors. This course,
which is a very popular elective, supplements our courses in engineering economics, engineering
management, and project management. We suspect that there will be an increase in other
colleges and universities incorporating cost estimation into their engineering curriculums.

Table 1. General Information about the Certificates
Certification

Organization
Offering the
Certification

Number of Number of
Certificates Certificates First Year
Members in People with
Online
Issued in Issued in Certificates
the
the
Registration
2004
2005
Offered
Organization Certificates

Certified
American Society
Professional
of Professional
Estimator
Estimators (ASPE)
(CPE)

2500

647

48

37

1976

No

Certified
Cost
Estimator /
Analyst
(CCE / A)

Society of Cost
Estimating and
Analysis (SCEA)

1266

434

21

42

1990

No

Certified
Parametric
Practitioner
(CPP)

International
Society of
Parametric
Analysts (ISPA)

240

21

4

NA

2002

No

5032

566/343

34 / 67

161 / 46

1976

https://www.a
acei.org/certifi
cation

Association for the
Advancement of
Certified
Cost Engineering
Cost
International
Engineer /
(AACEI) -Consultant
formerly American
(CCE / CCC)
Association of
Cost Engineers

Table 2. Eligibility and Certification Requirements
Certification

Organization
Offering the
Certification

Eligibility

Certified
American Society of
At least 5 years experience in one discipline in professional
Professional
Professional
estimating (mechanical, electrical, landscaping, etc.)
Estimator
Estimators (ASPE)
(CPE)

Certified
Cost
Estimator /
Analyst
(CCE / A)

Certified
Parametric
Practitioner
(CPP)

Certified
Cost
Engineer /
Consultant
(CCE /
CCC)

Recertification
Requirements
30 points every 3 years
(activity in the Society on
a local and national level,
committee membership
etc.)

A. College degree (in cost estimating / analysis or with >10
Re-passing exam OR 30
courses in cost estimating / analysis), 2 years experience in cost
points every 5 years (cost
estimating / analysis in a position specifically identified as
related employment,
Society of Cost requiring such, OR
attendance at conferences,
Estimating and B. Associate's degree and 5 years experience as described above,
leadership positions in
Analysis (SCEA) OR
organizations, articles,
C. 7 years experience as described above and a biographical
educational programs,
sketch demonstrating education, experience, and relevant
courses)
performance
A. A college degree in parametric analysis / estimation or with a
>10 college level courses related to estimating. (statistics,
advanced statistics, parametrics, calculus, software cost
estimation, etc.), and 2 years experience performing parametric
analysis and estimating activities in a position specifically
International Society identified as requiring such, OR
every 5 years by retesting
of Parametric
B. An associate college degree and 5 years experience in
Analysts (ISPA) performing parametric estimating and analysis activities in a
position as described above, OR
C. 7 years experience in parametric estimating or analysis
activities in a position as described above. Also, submission of a
biographical sketch describing education, experience, and most
recent relevant estimating or analysis performance is required.
Association for the
every 3 years by testing or
Advancement of
by accumulating 15
Cost Engineering
credits every 3 years
International
8 full years in the profession (up to 4 can be substituted for by an (employment as a cost
(AACEI) -- formerly
engineering degree)
engineer, coursework,
American
teaching a course,
Association of Cost
publishing a paper,
Engineers
serving on a committee)

Table 3. Certification Exam Information

Certification

Organization
Offering the
Certification

Certified Professional
Estimator (CPE)

American
Society of
Professional
Estimators
(ASPE)

Certified Cost Estimator /
Analyst (CCE / A)

Exam Type

Cost

Exam Frequency

Workshop, technical $350 for ASPE
paper, written exam members, $650 for Multiple deadlines, see website
(General Knowledge
nonmembers
(https://www.aspenational.com/certschedule.pdf)
Exam and Discipline (Base membership
Specific Exam)
$165)

150 questions
$125 for SCEA
Society of Cost
multiple choice (100
members, $250 for
Estimating and
on general
nonmembers
Analysis
knowledge, 50 on
(SCEA)
practical application)

April, June, and November

Certified Parametric
Practitioner (CPP)

$75, plus $75 every
five years for
International
3 hour exam, 100
recertification by
Society of
questions, multiple
Annually at the ISPA Conference
exam
Parametric
choice and fill in the
(membership $55
Analysts (ISPA)
blank
annually, $550 for
life)

Certified Cost Engineer /
Consultant (CCE / CCC)

Anytime if:
• The AACE headquarters
Association for
receive 40-day notice before the
the
7 hour exam (4
exam date
Advancement of
sections with a total
• The exam is offered to a group
Cost
$350 for an
of 100 multiple
of at least 5 candidates
Engineering
AACEI member,
choice and
International
$475 for a non- • The proctoring body must be a
compound questions)
(AACEI) -member
corporation, employer, or a local
and a 2,500 word
formerly
(membership $130)
section of AACE
minimum technical
American
• All participants’ applications
paper
Association of
must be received at AACE
Cost Engineers
Headquarters at least 30 days
before the exam date.

Table 4. Certification Contact Information

Certification

Organization
Offering the
Certification

URL

Phone # Fax #

American Society
+615Certified
of Professional www.aspenational.org 316Professional
9200
Estimator (CPE) Estimators (ASPE)

Certified Cost
Estimator /
Analyst (CCE /
A)

Society of Cost
Estimating and
Analysis (SCEA)

Certified
Parametric
Practitioner
(CPP)

International
Society of
Parametric
Analysts (ISPA)

Association for the
Advancement of
Certified Cost Cost Engineering
International
Engineer /
(AACEI) -Consultant (CCE
formerly American
/ CCC)
Association of
Cost Engineers

www.sceaonline.net

+7037518069

www.ispa-cost.org

+8189572340

www.aacei.org

+8008582678

Address

Email Address

+6153169800

ASPE
2525 Perimeter Place
Drive
info@aspenational.org
Suite #103
Nashville, TN 37214
USA

+7034617328

SCEA
101 South Whiting
Street
scea@sceaonline.net
Suite 201
Alexandria, VA 22304
USA

ISPA CPP Program
+818Fred Tucker
957ISPAP.O. Box 9699
2340
office@earthlink.net
Canoga Park, CA 91309
ext: *51
USA

+3042968444

AACE International
209 Prairie Ave., Suite
100
Morgantown, WV
26501
USA

mball@aacei.org

Table 5. Contact Information for Organizations with Headquarters Outside the United States

Certification

Organization
Offering the
Certification

Certified Cost Dutch Association
Engineer (CCE) of Cost Engineers

URL

www.napdace.nl

Phone #

31 33 247 31 33 246
3460
0470

Certified Cost
Engineer (CCE)

Association of
+44
Cost Engineers www.acoste.org.uk (0)1270
(United Kingdom)
764798

Practicante in
Ingegneria
Economica (PIE)

Associazione
Italiana
d'Ingegneria
Economica (Italy)

Ingeniero en
Costos (ICC)

www.aice-it.org

Fax #

+44
(0)1270
766180

39 02
39 02
58304164 58300106

Address

Email Address

PO Box 1058
3860 BB Nijkerk
THE
NETHERLANDS

napdace@mos-net.nl

Lea House
5 Middlewich Road
Sandbach
enquiries@acoste.org.uk
Cheshire
CW11 1XL
United Kingdom
Via Luigi Castiglioni
120123 Milano
ITALY

info@aice-it.org

Anaxagoras No. 17Sociedad
101, P.B.
Mexicana de
Col Narvarte Deleg.
Ingenieria
52 56 39 52 56 39
www.smiefc.com.mx
Benito Juarez
smiefc@prodigy.net.mx
Economica,
54 25
11 45
Codigo Postal 03020
Financiera y de
Mexico DF
Costos (Mexico)
MEXICO
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